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Abstract

In this paper we discuss the possibility of increasing the
energy of beams in RHIC by as much as 30% with a mod-

est trade-off in luminosity. The arc dipoles and quadruples

were designed with considerable margin. For higher ener-
gies (>100 GeV/nucleon) the minimum& maybe required
to increase as the interaction region triplets saturate. The
separator magnets (DX) have the least margin for increased
field, so we consider three scenarios: allowing for a small

crossing angle with the present DX magnets, upgrading the
DX magnets to higher strength, and permitting a crossing
angle of -10 by removing the DX magnets altogether.

1 INTRODUCTION

The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC)[ 1] was de-
signed to collide ion species from protons up to gold ions.
For the design the maximum rigidity per beam is p/q =
839.5 T. m which corresponds to about 100 GeV/nucleon
for gold ions or 250 GeVlc for protons. The main bending
magnets in the arcs were built with a considerable margin
of 3090 or more in field capability.

Since the two beams are in separate rings (except for the

common separator magnets) it is possible to collide differ-
ent species, provided that energies and orbits are adjusted

to keep the collisions synchronous at the interaction point.
For proton-ion collisions, the separator magnets (DX) must
be shifted horizontally. In this paper we consider collisions
of equal species, although unequal species are not ruled
out.

The interaction region (IR) layout for one ring is shown

schematically in Fig 1 with design geometrical parameters
listed in Table 1. The focusing triplets are on either side of
the IR outside of these four bends.

1
t0.238 m
a 7.007 m
b 19.600m

1= 3.700 m
10 3.589 m

9. 18.861 mrad
OIJ 15.186 mrad

Table 1: Parameters for the IR as shown in Fig. 1

In the design, the two beams intersect colinearly in a

19.6 m long straight section through the IR as shown in
Fig. 2.
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Figure 1: Design trajectory for a single beam through the
DO and DX magnets.

Figure 2: Schematic of trajectories through the IR with
collinear beams.

2 NO CROSSING ANGLE

The nominal magnetic fields for the design and estimated

maximum quench fields for the bends are presented in Ta-
ble 2. In RHIC, the bend magnets have three different cross
sections: and arc dipole with a coil id. of 8 cm, a DO mag-
net with a 10 cm id., and a DX magnet with an 18 cm id.
If we consider a 0° crossing angle with the present con-

Dipole I Il.Om [T] I Bq [T] I Bq/Bnom
Arc dipole I 3.46 T 14.6TI 1.33
DO dipole 3.55 4.42 I 1.24
DX dipole 4.28 5.2 1.22 I

Table 2: Design fields ~nom and estimated quench fields
Bq of the bend magnets. [1]

figuration of magnets, but with power supplies upgraded to
allow maximum fields, then the maximum energy would be
limited by the DX magnets with the DO magnets close be-
hind. In this case we might be able to increase the collision
energy by just over 20% without replacing the DX and DO
magnets.

3 CROSSING ANGLE

By allowing a little crossing angle at the interaction point
the bend angles 03 and 190maybe reduced, thus increasing
the maximum achievable energy. For a given beam the de-
sign trajectories through the incoming and outgoing triplets
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Figure 3: Trajectories through the IR with a crossing angle

a The dashed (red) lines show how the crossing angle
increases without the DX magnets.

are parallel so the bends through the pairs of DO and DX
magnets must cancel:

ol)-ez+ez-e~=o

as shown in Figl. With the double-S bends through the IR,

the design trajectory of the outgoing beam is transversely

displaced by an amount

t = 210sin ~+2a sin60+bsin(Oo–0Z )+21x sin(eo - ~).
(1)

For small angles this may be linearized to give

e. E
t + @+ 1.)0.

2(a+lz)+b+ lo’
(2)

In the design case the other beam has a similar but flipped
and rotated trajectory so that the beams are collinear be-

tween the DX magnets as shown in Fig. 2.

A crossing angle a as shown in Fig. 3 is given by

a = 2(AOZ – A60), (3)

where AQZ and AOO are deviations from the design bend
angles of the DX and DO magnets. If we require that the
orbit around the rest of the machine remains unchanged,
then

da lo+l. +2a

dAO. = ‘2 2(a+L)+b+10
= –0.955. (4)

The maximum crossing angle is limited by the aperture

of the beam tube at the end of the DX magnet as shown in

Fig. 4. Using a small angle approximation the clearance of
the beam at closest approach to the aperture at the end of

the DX magnet is approximately

where r = 6.985 cm is the inner radius of the DX beam
pipe which extends g= 25.6cm beyond the end of the mag-
net before enlarging. For a 130 GeV/nucleon gold beam
with an emittance of 7re&5%= 407r pm with /3” = lm at

the interaction point, the rms beam size at the end of the
DX magnet is 3.0 mm. To have at least +6cr of clearance
for the beam the maximum allowed crossing angle is then
2.5 mrad. The fields for the DO and DX magnets would be
~DCI E 4.37 T and ~DX E 5.12 T. The quench fields from
Table 2 give a lower limit to the crossing angle of 1.3 mrad.
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Figure 4: Aperture limit of trajectory through DX mag-

net. The warm beam pipe extends about 25.6 cm beyond
the end of the DX magnet before bending towards the DO

magnet. [2]

3.1 Without DX magnets

Another solution would be to remove the DX magnet
altogether, and realign the DO magnets for an optimized
aperture with a crossing angle of a = 18 mrad as shown
by the dashed lines of Fig. 3. In this case we only need
00 = 5.33 mrad, so the limiting magnets are just the arc
dipoles.

4 OTHER MAGNETS

The quadruples have a quench to design field ratios of
around 50?Z0, and should be able to reach energies 30?Z0
higher than design.

At the 30’%. increased energy, the arc dipoles would oper-
ate at 7020A and have a measured sextupole component[3]
of bz = –0.64 x 10–%-n-2. The sextupole magnets for
RHIC were overdesigned. In order to correct total chro-

maticities at 130 GeV/nucleon the sextupole magnets need
to operate at only 2090 of their maximum current. Remov-
ing the DX magnets has almost no effect on chromaticity.

For polarized protons[4], the helical Siberian snakes[5]
are essentially independent of energy with only a small de-
pendence of the spin rotation on v/c. Since the IR straight

section is not parallel to the straight section containing the
spin rotator and triplet, there is a dependence on energy. To
achieve longitudinal polarization at the interaction point,
the rotator must rotate the polarization from vertical into
the horizontal plane at an angle V = Q#T(6Z – O.) rela-
tive to the beam’s direction allowing the DO and DX mag-
nets to finish the precession into the longitudinal direction.
Table 4 lists the required values of V for the three cases

with polarized protons at 325 GeV. A preliminary check
indicates that the rotators should be able to produce lon-

gitudinal polarization at the STAR and PHENIX detectors
with all three scenarios, although for the 18 mrad cross-
ing angle the rotator power supplies should be reversed. A



a [mrad] 0.0 1.3 2.5 18.0
OZ–OO[mrad] 3.67’5 3.020 2.423 -5.33

@ 130.8° 99.0° 86.2° –189.6°

Table 3: Required polarization angle for a spin rotator.

more careful analysis of the effects on the polarized proton
program if and when an energy upgrade is planned.

5 CONCLUSIONS

It maybe possible to increase the center-of-mass energy

of RHIC by as much as 30% by upgrading the main dipole
and quadruple power supplies for higher operating cur-

rents. Since the estimated quench field of the arc dipoles is
only 33% higher than the design field, the actual increase in
energy may be less without considerable training of mag-

nets.
In order to have a 0° crossing angle with the present DX

and DO magnets, the increase would probably be less than

20%.

Operation with a crossing angle between 1.3 and
2.5 mrad at 130 GeV/nucleon could be possible with the
present DO and DX magnets. A simple solution with a
18 mrad crossing. angle is obtained by discarding the DX
magnets and realigning the DO magnets.

The other existing magnets such as sextuples, correc-
tors, snakes, and rotators should be able to meet the re-
quirements of a 30% increase in energy.
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improvements in power-handling capability, however,
large serial and parallel arrays are generally required
for most kicker applications.

B. Magnet Material
The magnet material used in the fast kicker is

usually high frequency ferrite. It can be used inside or
outside of a vacuum chamber. Laminated magnetic
alloys, such as METGLAS, can also be used as kicker
magnet material outside of vacuum lines. However in
high radiation areas, the insulation material used
between laminations should be carefidly selected for
radiation tolerance.

C. Multiple-Module VS. Single Module
Kicker systems comprised of multiple modules

benefit from reduced magnet-inductance requirements
and lowered modulator voltage and current ratings.
Additionally, the spare-parts inventory is reduced
from a complete system to a single subsystem.
Multiple modules can be used in many combinations
to improve the overall system performance. For
example, when each one can be triggered
independently, or delayed differently fi-om a central
trigger, the resulting pulse will be a summation of all
pulses, or a sparse pulse chain. In the event of a faulty
module, the remaining modules can be tuned up
accordingly to achieve the required total output
thereby increasing system availability.

When multiple modules are used, the load magnet
inductance per section is equivalent to the total
inductance divided by the number of sections.
However, the ratio of the stray inductance to magnet
inductance will be increased, especially for the
magnets residing inside the target chamber due to the
feed-through inductance. This may lead to low power
efficiency. Hence, in the design, the number of
modules to be used and the overall efficiency should
be balanced to obtain the maximum benefit. The use
of solid-state power electronic devices and the desire
to place magnets outside the vacuum chamber have
made the modular approach more and more attractive.

D. Grounding& Shielding
Since the kicker systems usually have the highest

voltage in the accelerator and operate at very high
frequencies, signal leakage can affect many other
systems such as beam instrumentation, controls, low-
level RF systems, and even its own control and
auxiliary systems. Depending on the overall
accelerator grounding design, the kicker vacuum
chamber may or may not be isolated fi-om rest of the
ring. In either situation, a kicker system design with a
low impedance signal return is beneficial. For multi-
module systems, using a star-type grounding design
can effectively reduce channel interference and
eliminating internal ground loops. The proper
shielding of modulators, including signal and output
cables, will reduce the high frequency pulse radiation.

Fiber-optic isolation has also been used widely in
kicker system designs.

E. High-Intensity Beam Coupling
A high-intensity beam can interact with a kicker

magnet [3], and produce undesired effects such as
beam losses and instabilities. It also poses a potential
danger to the kicker system itself. With high-current
beams of tensor even hundreds of amperes, this effect
cannot be ignored.

One particular problem is that the beam passing
through kicker magnet aperture can become an active,
high-power current source. The power produced from
this interaction must be dissipated in the power supply
components and other magnets and can be high
enough to cause component damage and trigger
instabilities. To prevent these effects, the kicker
system design should include a proper image current
path, a low beam-impedance kicker structure, and
increased component power ratings and magnet
cooling.

F. Radiation Concerns
The injection and extraction regions of an

accelerator tend to be heavy beam-loss areas. In high-
intensity proton accelerator and accumulator rings, the
radiation level can be very high and prohibit access
even after a long cooling time. This causes a very
serious safety concern. To minimize the radiation
exposure, new designs should have minimal
components in the ring. This should make the system
easier to maintain and reduce system down time. It
will also allow a much wider selection of system
components and materials such as solid-state power
devices, oil-filled devices, and radiation sensitive
materials.

G. Cost Balance
The construction cost of a high-strength kicker

system is typically in the multi-million dollar range.
However, current costs for operating large facilities
including user costs, are getting higher due to
complexity of the experiments. A balanced approach,
with initial investments in R&D and system design,
will result in overall long-term cost savings.
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